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Abstract 

The interest in application of ultrasonic cavitation for cleaning and surface treatment processes 

has increased greatly in the last decades. However, not much is known about the behavior of 

cavitation bubbles inside the microstructural features of the solid substrates. Here we report on an 

experimental study on dynamics of acoustically driven (38.5 kHz) cavitation bubbles inside the 

blind and through holes of PMMA plates by using high-speed imaging. Various diameters of 

blind (150, 200, 250 and 1000 µm) and through holes (200 and 1000 µm) were investigated. Gas 

bubbles are usually trapped in the holes during substrate immersion in the liquid thus preventing 

their complete wetting. We demonstrate that trapped gas can be successfully removed from the 

holes under ultrasound agitation. Besides the primary Bjerknes force and acoustic streaming, the 

shape oscillations of the trapped gas bubble seem to be a driving force for bubble removal out of 

the holes. We further discussed the bubble dynamics inside microholes for water and Cu
2+

 salt 

solution. It is found that the hole diameter and partly the type of liquid media influences the 

number, size and dynamics of the cavitation bubbles. The experiments also showed that a large 

amount of the liquid volume inside the holes can be displaced within one acoustic cycle by the 

expansion of the cavitation bubbles. This confirmed that ultrasound is a very effective tool to 

intensify liquid exchange processes, and it might significantly improve micro mixing in small 

structures. The investigation of the effect of ultrasound power on the bubble density distribution 

revealed the possibility to control the cavitation bubble distribution inside the microholes. At a 

high ultrasound power (31.5 W) we observed the highest bubble density at the hole entrances, 
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